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Water turns table Mountain blue

southern africa's best known land-
mark, the table Mountain was lit in 
blue lights to commemorate World 
Water Day 2011.
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Young artists performing 
at the opening ceremony
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special cases

In special cases where it is not possible or practical to use the whole Logo 
Block, the use of these alternatives is permissible.

1 ‘Logo’ – The Logo without anything placed to the right of the Dotted Line. 
This could be used when the item or activity involves different UNESCO 
entities or where the Organization as a whole is represented.

2 ‘Temple alone’ – The Temple used on its own, without the Organization 
Name (and without the Dotted Line).

3 ‘Linked Reduced Logo’ – The Logo is used without the Organization 
Name, and the Secondary Logo without the Secondary Text. 

4 ‘Inline Logo’ – Organization Name placed on the right of the Dotted Line.  
The use of the Inline Logo is preferable to the use of the Temple alone 
because the Organization Name enables brand identification. This is 
an alternative to the UNESCO Logo Block in cases where the height is 
limited (for example if several logos are aligned horizontally or vertically 
together).

5 ‘Reverse Logo’ – The temple is on the right and the Secondary Logo is 
on the left of the Dotted Line. The Reverse Logo should be used with 
languages oriented from right to left (e.g. Arabic).

These versions can be used:

 •  on applications where there is not enough space for the use of the 
Logo Block (e.g. USB sticks, pens, badges);

 •  on very large surfaces which are viewed from a distance (e.g. 
stadium billboards, public viewing screens, background panels in 
televised conferences, signage);

 •  where the Logo is displayed in motion and can be viewed for only a 
very limited period of time (e.g. films);

 •  on creative and artistic products (e.g. fashion items, stone 
monuments).

It is always preferable to use the standard Logo Block. The alternatives 
should be used only in exceptional situations.

1 Logo

Linked Reduced Logo
Inline Logo

3
4

2 Temple alone

5 

United Nations
Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization

Secondary
Logo

United Nations
Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization

Reverse Logo5

منظمة الأمم المتحدة
للتربية والعلم والثقافة

Logo guide
Version 1.1

Educate. Empower. Act.

Color and Size of Logo

1. The World Bank logo should be printed in black and white
whenever possible. For two-color designs, the logo should
print in the darker, stronger color available.

2. Although the size of the logo can change, the allocation of
black and white elements must stay constant: 

POSITIVE REVERSE

• black globe grid • white globe grid
• round white background • round black background

behind globe behind globe
• square black outer box • square white outer box

3. The minimum size for the logo is 2 picas or 1/3 inch (see
diagram A), except when used as a final dingbat in WB
brochures or articles for internal use.

Wording

1. The words “THE WORLD BANK” can be placed either to
the right of the logo (centered vertically along the height of
the logo after 1 em space; see diagram B), or under the logo 
(the space between the logo and the words “THE WORLD
BANK” should be the same as the cap height of the words,
aligned flush left; see diagram C). When the logo is placed
on a dark or black background, the logo should reverse to
white (see diagram D). 

2. The words “THE WORLD BANK” should be set in ALL
CAPS, Univers Bold. The size of the type in relation to the
logo should remain constant. Always use the art provided in
an electronic file or in CRC. 

Placement of Logo

All World Bank books must display the World Bank logo on
the front and back covers, the spine, and the title page.

Front cover

On the front cover, the logo should be placed at either the
lower or upper left corner and should be accompanied by the
words “THE WORLD BANK.” Placement of the World Bank
logo block on the front cover should be as follows: the outside
edge of the logo (the outer box) should be between 2.25 picas
(3/8 inch) and 3.75 picas (5/8 inch) from the trim. The logo
should be placed equidistant from both trim and spine. See
samples on next page.

The World Bank logo is the only logo to appear on front covers
and spines of publications published by EXTOP. Any exception
to this guideline needs to be approved by the publisher.
Additional logos (for cosponsors or copublishers) appear at the
bottom of the back cover, along with the World Bank logo.

The World Bank logo as
it should appear on a
white background

The World Bank logo as
it should appear on
black backgrounds and
on two-color designs
when the second color
is dark but not black.

Diagram B

Diagram C

Diagram A, 
minimum size

Diagram D

The World Bank logo is the official corporate symbol of the
World Bank and a powerful tool for the public presentation of
the World Bank’s visual identity. The guidelines for its use
address placement, proportion, color, and typography. They 
are intended to ensure that the logo is used consistently and
effectively in all World Bank publications and communications.

Guidelines for the World Bank Logo 

PartiCiPating organizations



the un-Habitat Messenger of truth, Mr. rolf 
stahlhofen performing the song “Water is life” 
at the opening ceremony.  the song premiered 
at the World Water Day in Cape town and will 

be the hymn of  a worldwide movement for the 
enforcement of Water as a Human right.
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预览已结束，完整报告链接和二维码如下：
https://www.yunbaogao.cn/report/index/report?reportId=5_18931


